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Outline of the Talk

¡ Does accepting evolutionary theory require accepting animalism?
¡ (Spoiler: no)

¡ The case in favor: 
¡ The Animal Ancestors Argument

¡ My case against: 
¡ Two interpretations of ‘evolutionary theory’
¡ The Animal Ancestors Argument is sound on neither 
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Animalism

¡ Animalism: each of us is numerically identical to a human animal
¡ “We are animals” seems correct
¡ Motivated by the Thinking Animal Argument
¡ Motivated by our commitment to evolutionary theory?

¡ We ourselves participated in the large-scale biological 
development characterizing life on earth?
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The Animal Ancestors Argument
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The Animal Ancestors Argument
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(AAA1) If animalism is false, then none of your ancestors were 
animals.
(AAA2) If evolutionary theory is correct, then some of your 
ancestors were animals. 
(AAA3) Evolutionary theory is correct. 

∴ (AAAC) Animalism is true. 

Objections to the (AAA) that I won’t discuss

¡ Constitution theorists: each of us is constituted by, but not identical to, a 
human animal
¡ Deny the conclusion

¡ Deny (AAA1): Human persons have evolved from human animals
¡ Even if we aren’t animals, some of our ancestors still were.
¡ Reply: person isn’t a stage in our evolutionary progression

¡ Accept that we are animals but deny that we are identical with animals

¡ Constitution, not identity
¡ Reply: requires indefensible, equivocal use of ’animal’ 
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Objection that I will Discuss

¡ ‘Evolutionary Theory’ can be interpreted two ways
¡ Disambiguate; run new arguments
¡ Either the second or third premise will be false 
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‘Evolutionary Theory’: Two Interpretations 
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‘Evolutionary Theory’: Two Interpretations

¡ Narrow interpretation: commitment to animalism, but unnecessarily 
narrow 

¡ Broad interpretation: maintains the spirit, avoids animalism
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‘Evolutionary Theory’: Narrow Interpretation

¡ “No natural entities come into existence without participating in the 
processes of natural selection”
¡ ”natural entities” 

¡ Plants, animals, organisms in general, us
¡ Not rocks
¡ Not supernatural entities 

¡ All natural entities are products of evolution
¡ Can (in principle) trace lineage back
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The Animal Ancestors Argument
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(AAA1) If animalism is false, then none of your ancestors were 
animals.
(AAA2') If evolutionary theory, narrowly construed, is correct, then 
some of your ancestors were animals. 
(AAA3') Evolutionary theory, narrowly construed is correct. 

∴ (AAAC) Animalism is true. 

Should we accept (AAA3')?

¡ I will argue that we don’t have to.
¡ We want: 

¡ Respect for scientific knowledge
¡ Naturalistic picture of our existence
¡ To situate ourselves in the big picture

¡ But we can do all this on the broad interpretation 
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‘Evolutionary Theory’: Broad Interpretation 

¡ "No natural entities come into existence independently of the 
processes of natural selection”

¡ All natural entities exist because of evolution
¡ No need to trace lineage back 
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Broad vs. Narrow
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Claims accepted on Broad and Narrow

¡ Selective pressures made it such that better-developed brains were 
conducive to survival. 

¡ Better-developed brains led to rational capacities and 
consciousness. 

¡ We exist because past pressures made it advantageous to have 
rational capacities and consciousness. 

¡ If evolutionary history had gone differently and Homo sapiens never 
evolved, then we would not exist either. 

¡ Only natural entities have rationality and consciousness. 
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Claims accepted only on Narrow

¡ Entities with rationality and consciousness must themselves be the 
very products of the processes of natural selection that can (in 
principle) trace their very lineage back through generations of 
biological species. 

¡ All natural entities are organisms. 
¡ Human animals are the only entities with rationality and 

consciousness (like ours). 
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Accept Broad; Reject Narrow

¡ Accept Broad: get what we want
¡ Accept Narrow? Need arguments for the stronger claims.
¡ If we accept the narrow…

¡ We can’t recognize superorganisms (Portuguese Man-of-War)
¡ Superorganisms are products of evolution
¡ But are not organisms
¡ Maybe we are, too.
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The Animal Ancestors Argument
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(AAA1) If animalism is false, then none of your ancestors were 
animals.
(AAA2'') If evolutionary theory, broadly construed, is correct, then 
some of your ancestors were animals. 
(AAA3'') Evolutionary theory, broadly construed, is correct. 

∴ (AAAC) Animalism is true. 

Should we accept (AAA2'')?

¡ No. 
¡ If the broad interpretation is correct,

¡ We participated in evolutionary processes 
¡ We exist because of responses to selective pressures
¡ But it is not required that we are organisms

¡ So we can deny (AAA2'') and hold that none of our ancestors were 
animals 
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Review

¡ Animal Ancestors Argument
¡ Evolutionary theory à some of your ancestors were animals à

animalism is true
¡ Broad vs. Narrow Interpretation of ‘Evolutionary Theory’ 

¡ Broad suffices; narrow is too restrictive
¡ We can reject the narrow, accept broad
¡ Deny second premise 

¡ We can exist because of processes of natural selection even if we are not 
animals

¡ Therefore, accepting evolution does not require accepting animalism. 20



Thank you!
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